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The #1 thing to do in Seward, Alaska!
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Why KAW?
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Explore. 
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Inspire. 
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Protect. 













Purposeful small group tours (6 people or fewer) minimize our impacts in the fjords.










Responsible whale watching, Leave No Trace, and a commitment to sustainability and equity.










We’ve donated over $90,000 to local Alaskan non-profits dedicated to protecting our planet.
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As a small, family-run company, we believe that purposefully crafted outdoor experiences have the power to change the way we look at the world. We’re committed to being leaders in sustainable tourism, and invite you to join us in our efforts to protect and preserve this special place. So come, fall in love with Kenai Fjords.

~Hannah and Trent Lafleur 

Owners















	MOST POPULAR





Aialik Glacier & Wildlife Day Trip




Our most popular trip combines an intimate wildlife boat tour through Kenai Fjords National Park with the opportunity to kayak near Aialik Glacier, the largest and most actively calving glacier in the park. View wildlife, learn about this important ecosystem and get inspired to join us in protecting Alaska’s wild places.

From $489








Learn More
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Private Family Tours









Move at your own pace on a private family tour. All of our tours are available as a private family tour for groups with kids ages 6-13.
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A Passion for Adventure and Preservation









We are a small, locally owned shop that strives to inspire our guests to join us in reclaiming an active stewardship of our natural world through inspiring sea kayaking tours and Alaska glacier kayaking trips. You don’t need any experience to join us, just an adventurous spirit and a desire to learn, explore and protect the great Alaskan wilderness.

Kayaking in Seward, Alaska, and the surrounding fjords offers the opportunity to disconnect from the daily grind and discover anew the natural world and all its wonders. The landscape here is teeming with abundant Alaskan wildlife and unique geographic features. Let our knowledgeable, friendly guides lead you through Resurrection Bay, or venture out to Aialik Bay for a Kenai Fjords kayak trip.















Check out our sister company:

Seward Wilderness Collective









Private, guided hiking tours with a focus on purposeful exploration.














Learn more
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Your Choice Matters









As a member of 1% For The Planet we commit at least 1% of our annual sales to nonprofit organizations working to address pressing environmental issues related to Alaska through our program: Kayak. Pick. Give.

In the past 5 years we have donated over $50,000!

Whale SENSE is a voluntary education, recognition & conservation program for whale watching companies concerned with responsible viewing practices, ocean stewardship, and education.









Explore. Inspire. Protect.
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(907) 224-3960





fun@kayakak.com





328 3rd Avenue

Seward, AK 99664






	


	

	


Visit our sister company, Seward Wilderness Collective 
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Visit our sister non-profit, Seward Wilderness Collective 























Privacy & Cookie Statement 






















